THE HAWAIIAN EXPERIENCE

THE HAWAIIAN MODEL FOR LANGUAGE REVITALIZATION

HAWAIIAN LANGUAGE REVITALIZATION & THE ROLE OF SCHOOLS

Wednesday, October 5
7:00–9:30 PM
Public Lecture, Lillis 182

ISSUES IN HAWAIIAN LANGUAGE REVITALIZATION

Friday, October 7
3:30–5:00 PM
Language Colloquium, Straub 145

HAWAIIAN INSIGHTS REGARDING LANGUAGE NESTS & SURVIVAL SCHOOLS

Saturday, October 8
9:00 AM–3:00 PM
Workshop, Many Nations Longhouse

DR. WILLIAM H. WILSON (PILA), chair of Hawaiian Studies Division at the University of Hawai‘i at Hilo

DR. KAUANOE KAMANA, founding member of ‘Aha Punana Leo immersion school

TONY JOHNSON, Chinook Tribal member, linguist, and artist

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT THE NORTHWEST INDIAN LANGUAGE INSTITUTE AT NWILL@UOREGON.EDU OR THE AMERICAS IN A GLOBALIZED WORLD INITIATIVE AT UOAMERICAS@UOREGON.EDU

Sponsored by the Americas in a Global World Initiative | Cosponsored by the College of Arts & Sciences, the Office of Institutional Equity & Diversity, the Center for the Study of Women in Society, the Center for Latinos/a & Latin American Studies, the Department of English, the Department of Ethnic Studies, the Northwest Indian Language Institute, the Honors College, the Latin American Studies Program, the Department of Education Studies, the Department of Anthropology, the Department of Linguistics, and the Department of Romance Languages
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